Advanced Routing saves time, mileage, and resources with smarter delivery route planning

**TAKING THE GUESSWORK OUT OF DELIVERY LOGISTICS**

Advanced Routing, by DQ Technologies, simplifies delivery route planning by intelligently calculating optimum routes based on best-practice driving, customer commitments, order configuration, available labor, and geographical and road network constraints.

**Advanced Routing: Smarter & Easier Delivery Planning**

Delivering goods from A to B within budget and on time involves a staggering level of complexity. You could be juggling numerous drop-offs, pick-ups, vehicles, and customers, each with their own set of unique constraints. At the same time the demand for superior customer service remains the same in good times and bad.

Our advanced routing application helps increase operational efficiency, improve resource utilization, reduce costs, and differentiates your services through superior delivery performance.

**Efficient, Flexible, Easy-To-Use**

Optimized routes can not only be created quickly, but can be easily modified using our flagship Order Delivery Tracking (ODT) software. Take out the manual processes and data entry with complete integration.

The application includes an easy-to-use interface for importing data and offers connectivity to more than 30 widely-available ERP systems on the market today.
Work Smarter - Not Harder

- Automatically combine customer time window commitments and defined rules to create the most efficient route
- Manually adjust routes with or without placing them through re-optimization
- GPS integration for back-office vehicle tracking and Dynamic Geofencing status updates
- Turn-by-turn directions for drivers to ensure optimal route is driven

“ODT’s Advanced Routing has greatly reduced the amount of time we spend manually routing vehicles. What used to take 2 hours now takes around 10 minutes. We have also picked up additional delivery volume, and have an awesome tool for monitoring drivers and customer service.”

Brian O’Mahony, COO, ABCO Refrigeration Supply

Real-world Benefits

- Simplify the routing process for everyone involved
- Route an entire day’s worth of stops in minutes rather than hours
- Improve fleet performance by reducing mileage and time spent on the road
- Map integration for a graphical overview
- Consistently meet customer expectations
- Reduce costly overtime
- Improve utilization of delivery resources
- Complete visibility of delivery activity for entire organization
- Informed business decisions can be made based on all of the information provided
- Improve driver management and enhance accountability
- Reduce delivery related costs all around
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